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Learn english grammar step by step in tamil

We can say English grammar a system of languages that helps people to learn English in a simple and easy way and improve confidence level. It helps to understand and learn English language very well. It helps us as a friend all our lives. Grammar is like a good teacher who teaches us to learn, write and speak English very well. It helps to create one's own dignity in society. The
whole system and the structure of a language or language in general, usually taken as consisting of syntax and morphology (including inflections) and sometimes also phonology and semantics. It can also be defined as: The systematic examination and description of a language. Grammar is the structural basis of our ability to express ourselves. Grammar is the system of a
language. People sometimes describe grammar as rules for a language. How to learn to learn English grammar is a step by step process that needs very dedicated, deep and careful study to be very aware of its all the systematic rules and regulations. It is quite a long process of completing English grammar however very easy, simple and interesting. To learn grammar one has to
go through the step by step process very deep and dedicated. Some people think it's very difficult to learn English grammar and they come away. Learning grammar provides clear overview and explanation of the English language. There are some important building blocks that help learn English grammar in the step by step process. Learning the whole grammar helps improve
your English grammar skills and confidence level. English has been a very common language in the modern era in almost all countries. It has been very necessary to learn English especially for developing countries. Some people take it as a new and boring language however do not know that it is necessary for their own success. Now-a-days, English language is required in
almost all areas to get a good job. Here are some points that help you learn grammar easily: You should go slow with step by step process to learn grammar. Reading grammar a day more than capacity will create confusion and mix all the rules. Along with the grammar, you should also go through vocabulary, phrases and other basics of the English. After studying, practice writing
and speaking the same. You should dedicate and continue yourself every day while learning English. You need to be sure that what you learn is correct and in the right way. In a world of technological progress, it has been very necessary to learn English for all especially young people in order to be successful in the future. The purpose of learning English is not only to understand
a new language, but to have a proper understanding of it as a human language. We all have almost the same ability to learn, so we should not be hopeless while learning English and continuing our learning with full patience. We can understand properly example of a newborn baby. A newborn child knows nothing when he/she born however slowly learning the languages of what
he/she hears in his/her surroundings. If he/she hears English, learns the same, and if hears Hindi, teaches Hindi and the same applies to other languages. It helps to get able to put words together in a systematic and reasonable way to make a sentence and write some pieces, history, poem, letter, essay, etc. Learning English grammar helps one to cope with all the challenges in
other countries. Grammar is the basis for learning, writing and speaking English. It explores the creative ability and solves many problems of a person. It creates a potential in us which is governed by grammar rules. Its makes us more aware of things that are going on by giving us strength and flexibility. This enables us to speak and write English more efficiently and skillfully. Basic
English Grammar Basics of English Learning Parts of Speech Modal Auxiliary Verbs Punctuation in English Spelling Rules Subject-Verbum Agreement Tense Current Tense Past Tense Future Tense SentenceEd Sentence Parts of sentence Types of sentence Based on Function Declarative SentenceNegative SentenceInterrogative SentenceImperative SentenceExclamatory
Sentence Classification based on structure Simple SentenceCompound SentenceComplex-Composite Sentence Download As PDF Email ThisBlogThis! Share to TwitterShare for FacebookShare for Pinterest Download as PDF Email ThisBlogThis! Share to TwitterShare for FacebookShare for Pinterest Prev / Next In a sentence, a relationship between a noun and a verb is the
case. It is represented by a suffix or post position. Suffixes 1) Nominativ When the noun ends with the 'm' sound, the 'm' sound is removed and the 'th' sound is added. Nominative case has an unmarked suffix. Example: Tamil Phrase English meaning க ைத ெகா றா  / க  + ெகா றா  He killed lion மர ைத ெவ னா  / மர  + ெவ னா  He cut the tree 2)
Accusative If noun or noun is used as an object of the verb, then it becomes accusative case. It is also reffered as a target case. It is only optional if it is not human object .ஐ ( ai ) is added to the end of the noun. Example Tamil Phrase English Meanings ராமைன  க ேட  / ராம  + க ேட  I saw Raman பா  பா றா  / பா  + பா றா  She sings a song 3)
Associative Associative case has ஓ  (odu) as a suffix. Sometimes also replaced by உட  (udan). Tamil Phrase English Meanigs இைறவேனா  ேப ேவ  /இைறவ  + ேப ேவ  I will speak to God ட ட  வ தா  / ட  + வ தா  She came up with a pool 4) Instrumental Instrumental case has ஆ  (al).... Sometimes also replaced by ெகா  (kondu). Tamil Phrase
English Meanings லா  ெவ றா  /  + ெவ றா  Won with an arc அ ைவ  ெகா  ஆளலா  / அ  + ஆளலா  Rule with knowledge 5) Dative Dative case has a suffix உ  ( ukku ). Sometimes also replaced with அ  ( akku ) Tamil Phrase English meanings ஆைச  அள ைல / + Unlimited No limits on desire I like / Min + as I like 6) Genetive Genetive
case has it (athu) as a suffix. Sometimes replaced with ( udaya ). English Phrase English meanings my clothes / My + Dress My dress his friend / his + friend His friend 7) Locative Locative case has a suffix (il ). Sometimes for the noun it has a suffix location (idam). English Phrases English Meanings There is water in the well / good water is in the well there is the pipe / kannan +
pipe + there is Kannan has the whistle 8) Vocative Vocative has the suffix A (ee ). English Sentence English Meanings Truth wins/Truth + Truth Triumphs Fear Sin/Fear + Its Fear is Evil Post Position (Post Adjective) The word that acts as a case suffix is the position position. EXAMPLES 1) Mumbai is bigger than Chennai. Chennai is bigger than Mumbai. 2) Sunflower blooms
against the sun. Sunflower blooms against the sun. 3) Give up for me. Admit to me. 4) The newspaper has come before milk. Newspaper delivered before milk . 5) The stick belongs to him. Stick belongs to him. 6) I know through experience. Understood by experience. 7) There is no blame on people. No mistakes with humans. 8) I sacrificed for you. I sacrificed because of you. 9)
Did you go from there? Did you leave? 10) From whom have you received. From whom you got it. 11) Do it until you're done. Do how much you could. 12) Do your duty daily. Do your duty daily. 13) Satyagraha is Gandhi's separate way. Satyagraha is Gandhiji unique way . What are prev/next English synonyms? English link words are one of the eight components of English
speaking. These are short words and phrases that are used to combine words, phrases, and phrases. These terms are important in the use of English grammar to combine sentence elements to make the meaning of a long sentence or sentence series. How many ways to use links How many ways are the terms used? They are used in three ways, single, synthetic, and cross-
cutting words to combine two or more sentence elements. For example: single word: syllables, so long to be provided to the words used to change the word, then ... that either ... or not only ... But also types of links What kind of synonyms are there in English? There are four types of synonyms in English. These include: Coordinating Conjunctivective Note: There are only three
categories of English expressions. However, many English grammarians classify them as synonyms because Conjunctiviv adverbs are used to combine sentence elements. So we're here too Link adverbs are used as links to two main phrases, such as words of coordination. But it was a little different. This means that the words saw and in this corresponds to the method of
combining two sentences in Tamil. at the end of this end, but in the same way as the sample ists are. I wanted to buy a shirt; However, it was too expensive. I want to buy a shirt; But the price was very high. David went to the market; But he didn't buy anything. David went to the market; He didn't buy anything, though. Sarmilan was tired. That's why he immediately took a nap when
he got home. Sarmilan was tired. So when he got home, he was a little sleep. Note: Adverbs are a kind of adverbs. However, they are called link adverb because they are used to combine the phrase elements. We will shortly be looking into this lesson. Note In English Lesson 01, we have given easy instructions on how the phrases are made and how to practice them. We hope
that anyone who has practiced the home exercises we have given in this course will have no problem in making sentences in English. Take a look at the newcomers. Today's lesson is one of the most important words used to speak and write by combining two or more sentence elements. If English grammar students have learned these properly, they can easily be used by the
phrase elements in a correct and without grammar. Related topics: If you have questions about this topic, ask through feedback on this lesson. Ask questions in the English question and answer section if you have questions that are not related to this topic. We'll meet again in the next lesson. Thanks! Mr Arun | HK Arun Facebook | Twitter | Pinterest | Google Plus Download as
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